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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:58 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

The acceleration of US equities bull trend from the middle of last week was very impressive as
it continued into Friday. As noted previous, while this is surely a response to the more
business friendly incoming Trump administration, it is also a matter of what has lapsed that
might have been a drag on the US.
We have already extensively explored the recent culprits in the now failed Italian
governmental reform referendum and last Thursday’s ECB meeting risks. Anyone interested
in those factors should reference the Alert!! archives in the www.rohr-blog.com sidebar for
more detail.
As of last week’s late week US equities rally above multiple Oscillator resistances the real
challenge is to monitor how they progress relative to those levels (see below.) On current
form the anticipation of the Trump administration tax and regulatory reforms seems to open
the door to major further upside equities potential. See the latest www.rohr-blog.com post for
much more on that.
This is the critical consideration:
The December S&P 500 future push above the 2,180 area also finally overran the late-August
2,191.50 all-time lead S&P 500 future trading high three weeks ago. The pending expiration of
the December contract into this Thursday-Friday means it is important to consider the March
S&P 500 future against the weekly front month levels, incorporating its $5.50 discount into
those views.
Due to the recent more aggressive increases in weekly MA-41 (as it loses old low end Closes
from the sharp early year selloff) extended weekly Oscillator levels now move up roughly $7
each week. That nearest threshold last week was 2,213-18, the low end of which is consistent
with where it stalled two weeks ago and again last Wednesday morning. So once that was overrun
the only surprise in it pushing up to the next threshold at 2,238-43 was how quickly that
transpired. And as it was also above that last week, this week’s Oscillator levels needed to be
assessed.
The Oscillator escalation into this week meant the 2,238-43 threshold shifts up to the 2,245-50
range December contract Closed above last Friday. As it is holding up above it, this becomes
near term lower support as well; including for the March contract as we get into Thursday-
Friday. The extended Oscillator threshold this week has moved up to 2,280, with the ultimate
resistance not until 2,305-10.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest analysis and Market Observations write-
up at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. Market Observations are
available to Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
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Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.

Please reply ‘Unsubscribe’ if you no longer wish to receive these emails.
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